Preface

This work is the outcome of my constant as well as urgently strong feeling against the misconceptions cherished by the common people about the disability, disabled persons obviously misled by dogmatic theological beliefs in general and natural phenomenon plus malnutrition in particular.

The discussions in this research paper deals with mainly about the information infrastructures to sort out the problems of disabled persons with various aspects. The chapter 1 covers the introductory portion of the research work including a overall idea about the area with definite objectives and its extensions.

While I have discussed the basis of my research work & study in chapter 2 through literature reviews, as these documents helped me to understand more clearly the information support for the development of disabled persons. The chapter 3 deals with the definite methodology and flowchart of the total research work by describing how the research has been done on this topic.

The chapter 4 tries to include the ins and outs about the disability and its various aspects to comprehend the topic and its orientation. This chapter has been incorporated the definitions of disability, role of library & NGO’s for them including model library programme and the rights of disabled persons.
In chapter 5, various surveyed data have been analyzed with some tables, charts and diagrams. The information documented has been appraised to deduce findings for future prospective and, thereafter this research work is embedded with the suggestions and conclusions in chapter 6.
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